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Welcome to the annual newsletter of
I

the Society for Critical Exchange. News &Notices is published annually
to report to the memberslup on the SCE's activities during the precedmg year and to announce upcoming
events. In the past year the SCE has consolidated its &rectorship at Case Western Reserve University with the
addition of Kurt Koenigsberger as Associate Director, and CWRU continues to support the SCE with a generous
operating budget and institutional home. Traditionally, however, the interests and energies of SCE members
across the U.S. and abroad have determined the duection of the Society's activities, and we invite you to
participate in shaping our activities in the years ahead.

The past academic year brought changes in the Society's presidency and Board of Directors as well as its central
administration, and News &Notices is just now catching up with these developments. These pages consequently
are flush with information about recent meetings and publications, and about new initiatives as well as standing
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Current Projects of the SCE
projects that have grown in new directions. We would hke to hghhght in particular significant developments in
past, current, and new projects: in a panel at the 2001 MLA meeting in New Orleans, the SCE revisited one of
its projects of the 1980s, whtch culminated in Men in Feminism (Methuen, 1987); The ,Question o f the G$, a
collection edted by Mark Osteen that has grown out of the standing project on "new economic criticism," has
been published by Routledge; and our two newest projects, "Globalization and the Image" and ''Blue Notes,"
are soliciting papers for special issues of Genre scheduled for publication in 2003 and 2004.
The work represented in the following pages covers a range of approaches and concerns in the form of
sustained projects and in shorter inquiries and explorations. We hope you find these projects as exciting as we
do, and encourage you to participate in one or more of our extended activities or to inaugurate new projects
for the Society!

The SCE runs several continuing research proiects that operate through meetings at the national and regional
Modern Language Association conventions, through special conferences, and through publication initiatives.
As an affhate of the national and of four of six regonal n/ILAs, the SCE has standmg panels at most conventions,
m a h g it possible for members to organize programs on a wide variety of topics.
Reports on current SCE projects may be found in the pages that follow In addition to a description of recent
and upcoming activities, a brief hstory of each project is included, followed by a listing of SCE sponsored
conference panels at the national and regional PveA meetings. We d continue to post information about
these projects on the SCE website (www.cwru.edu/affil/sce), but members should also feel free to contact the
individual project coordmators or SCE directors for additional information.
We welcome and encourage suggestions for ways to develop the continuing projects described below, but we
also want to encourage members to propose new projects. The SCE will gladly assist members in'initiating
these new projects and, when feasible, in expandmg them into continuing endeavors.

THE QUESTION OF THE GIFT
The SCE's 1998 1LEA panels on "The Question of the Gift" have grown into a book collection of new
research on gift theory, titled The Q~estionof the G$: Essays ALTOSS
Dij-njjlines and e l t e d by Mark Osteen. It
appeared in November 2002 under the Routledge imprint.
Since Marcel Mauss's landmark anthropological study-cum-romance Essai sur le don (1954), scholars in diverse
fields have been fascinated by gift exchange. Despite Mauss's discovery that gift exchanges are "total social
phenomena" governed by particular norms and obligations, they have often been either explained away as
disguised self-interest or sentimentalized as a remnant of a "primitive" world of pure generosity. This
interdisciplinary collection poses new questions and offers new paradigms for understanding gift exchange that
transcend these trite polarities.

Website Update
As a result of the 1999 M I A panel "The Humanities Onhe," and through the hard work of Max Thomas, the
SCE website at m.cwru.edu/affd/sce has been substantially renovated over the past year and a half. The
new design offers a flexibtlity the old site (still available through a link located on the front page) &d not afford
us, and the site is now a great deal easier to maintain. The new site features sections on the following: information
about the society; current and past calls for papers; and an archive of project, publication, and conference
information, including papers gven at SCE-sponsored sessions of conferences organized by other associations.
Updates occur as new project, conference, and publication information arrives, and we hope shortly to be able
to accept new and renewing memberships from our pages (with the exception of dues, which we are s d l
obligated to take through posted mail). In the meantime, we encourage you to initiate and renew memberships
with the form included at the back of the newsletter.
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These questions include: What obligations do gifts carry? What are the relationships between gifts and
commodities? Are gift exchanges economic activities or alternatives to economic behavior? What do gifts
reveal about the relationshps between persons and property? How does artistic commerce partake of the gift?
Is a truly free gift possible? Because the gift encompasses a wide range of practices, it is particularly suited for
interdisciplinaryinquiry that can both reveal the weaknesses and synthesize the strengths of economics, sociology,
and literary criticism and theory.
Included among the essays are: &scussions of ancient and classical materials batriarchal narratives in Genesis;
Aristotelian ideals of friendshp and virtue; the legal regulation of gifts in republican Rome); examination of
the evolution of modern notions of gift exchange, particularly in the interrelation of econolnics and literature
(Adam Smith, Gabriele D7Annunzio,Joseph Conrad and Georg Sirnmel); and theoretical inquiries that propose
new approaches (theories of "dhquidity," value, bodily presence, pleasure and pain).
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The Question of the Gift: Essays Across Disciplines
Table of Goagent%:

f n t r o d u c t l o ~Iqark
~ Osteers, Layola Cesll, "Questions of the Giftry
Pa& I, Redefining Reclg~actty
1. James Laidlaw, Anthrop~Fogy,Camridge Univ, "A Free Gift Makes No Friends"
2 . Yunxiang Van, Anthwpatogy, UCM, "Unbalanced Reciprocity: Asymmetrical Gift
Giving and Social Hierarchy in Rural China"
3. Lee Anne Fennel/, Univ, af Texas Law S C ~ O Q"Unpacking
~,
the Gift: Illiquid
Goads and Empathetic Dia!oguef'

Pa& XI* Kinship, Ganerasity and Gratitude: Ethical F ~ u n d a t i o n s
4, Charles H. Hinnant, English, $r!iv. OF Missouri, "/The Patriarchal Narratives of

Genesis and the Ethos of Gift Exchange"
5. Maeha Woodrugt QhiEcasophy, Yqiddleblm~Coil, "The Ethics OF Generosiw and

GLOBALIZATION AND THE IMAGE
The Globalization and the Image project, &rected by Kurt Koenigsberger, starts from the proposition that the
image serves a crucial function in both hstorical and contemporary discourses of globalization and globalism.
The idea of the image that tlus project takes as its object of inquiry appears as a synchronic representational
complex, both graphic and textual, and encompasses literary, iconic, pictorial, ftlnlic and videographic domains.
Its media appear equally &verse, rangmg from novels, theoretical texts, economic treatises, and journalistic
narratives to films, professional and amateur photography, displays of construction projects, and internet webdesigns. The roles of the image in dscourses of globalization and in its resistance across these fields and media
deserve sustained critical attention, and the Globahation and the Image project considers hstorical, political,
theoretical, and rhetorical aspects of - and responses to - discourses of globalization, especially as they bear
upon images and the material conhtions of theix deployment. In general, the project is interested in the degree
to which the image broadly conceived promotes, resists, maps, reflects, and indexes the complexities of
globalization.
In conjunction with the 2001 MMLA meeting, the project sponsored a two-day conference in downtown
Cleveland and on the campus of Case Western Reserve University. The conference included a series of panels,
a roundtable discussion on Michael IIardt and Antonio Neg& book Empire, two worktng luncheons and a
concludmg reception open to the Cleveland community. In 2002, the Globalization and the Image project
featured a set of panels at the 2002 MMLA in 1Wnneapolis on globalization and exchange and on globalization
and the postcolonial. Two programs at the 2002 MLA convention rounded out the year's activity. Work from
these panels and conferences will culminate in a special issue of Genre: Formr of Oircourre and Culture (Fall/
Winter 2003) that d extend these inquiries. Please see the call-for-papers below, and if you are interested in
this issue or new phases of the project, contact Kurt Koenigsberger (kmk25@po.cwru.edu).

BLUE NOTES
Blue Notes, a new project initiated by Mark Osteen, invites innovative work on questions raised by jazz writing,
questions that are, in turn, key questions about American art and culture. Thc project aims particularly to
inspire scholars to rediscover the little-known fictional and poetic works involving jazz, and to use them to
supplement the theoretical and historical writing that has dominated jazz discourse.
Blue Notes kicked off with a panel at the 2001 MLA meeting in New Orleans, and continued at the 2002
SAMLA meeting in Baltimore with a session on "Blue Notes: Jazz, History, Fiction and Poetics." The SmZLA
papers prompted a lively &scussion about tension in swing music, about the differences between verbal and
musical "riffs," and more generally about whether musical and ling~usticdiscourses are truly comparable-At the
convention reception the SCE also co-sponsored a performance by The Cold Spring Jazz Quartet. CSJQ is a
Baltimore-based hard bop group wluch Mark Osteen himself leads. Since the "Blue Notes" panel featured
papers on bop and on Blue Note records, CSJQ provided musical examples, performing bop numbers by artists
such as Charlie Parker and Bud Powell, as well as compositions by several Blue Note recordmg artists, including
Dexter Gordon, Lee Morgan, and Joe Henderson. Together, the panel and performance created an unusually
jazzy atmosphere on Friday evening. Please also see the calls-for-papers section for information about a special
issue of Genre that wdl develop from these inaugural activities. If you would like to participate in the project,
contact Mark 0 s teen (mosteen@loyola.edu).
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TRUST

NEW ECONOMIC CRITICISM

Trust is fundamental to the social compact and indeed pervades our dady lives. We entrust many features of
our lives (personal, economic, political, medcal, legal, informational) to others. Sociologists, economists,
philosophers, and literary critics are increasingly recopzing that trust underpins in crucial ways social relations
and our sense of ourselves. Yet it has received little interdisciplinary attention. If you are interested in leading
a project on Trust contact the directors.

New Economic Criticism began in 1991 with the appearance on SCE programs at the MMIA and MLiA
conventions of University of I h o i s , Chlcago, economist Deirdre McCloskey, known for her work in the
rhetoric of economics. With McCloskey7shelp, the project initiators, Mark Osteen and Martha Woodmansee,
brought together forty economists interested in critical examination of their discipline and sixty literary scholars,
includmg Marc Shell, Jennifer Wicke, and Barbara Herrnstein Smith, as well as many younger scholars whose
work intersects the concerns of economics in diverse ways, for a landmark conference at CWRU in 1994. A
collection of papers stemming from this exchange, The New Economic Criticism (ed. Mark Osteen and Martha
Woodmansee), appeared with Routledge in 1999.

INSTITUTIONS OF AESTHETICS
In 2000, Matthew Potolsky and Howard Honvitz coorhated a mini-conference at the Midwest Modern Language
Association meeting in Kansas City on the topic of Aesthetic(ism)s. The papers focused on social, institutional,
theoretical, and practical instruments in the hrstorical formation of aesthetic &scourses. If you are interested
in extendmg this incipient inquiry into Institutions of Aesthetics, please contact the directors.

In the next phase of the project, Regenia Gagnier and John Duprk convened an international array of scholars
working at the intersection of the two disciplines in July 1998 at the University of Iixeter. Budding on the 1994
conference, the Exeter meeting on "Culture and Economics" sharpened study in several areas. Three of these
- theories of production, consumption, and value - are the focus of a series of essays collected in New
Ltera7y Histo9 (31.2, Spring 2000).

CULTURES OF WRITING
The Cultures of Writing Project is devoted to the study of writing in all of its aspects, includmg especially its
material basis - its diverse technologies, sites, and economies, its pedagogies, forms, conventions, practices,
and uses, both contemporary and historical. 'Writing," thus understood, includes but is not h t e d to "literature"
in the tradtional sense.

A h r d , more tightly focused phase of the New Economic Criticism project got underway at two linked panels
that Mark Osteen and Max Thomas organized on "The Question of the Gift" for the 1998 MLA. An
interdisciphary volume by h s tide, described above, appeared with Routledge in November 2002.

The project was inaugurated in the Spring of 1997 when Andrea Lunsford, Lawrence Needham and Martha
Woodmansee convened a conference on Cultures of Writing: Places, Spaces, and Interfaces of Writing and
Writing Technologies. The success of that conference has contmued, as SCE members have pursued and
expanded the research project: "Cultures of Writing: Inscription, Implementation, Sites" at the 1997 MMLA;
"Digtal Humanities" at the 1999 MMLA; "Wew Histories of Writing" at the 2000 MMLA; and "Economies of
Writing" at the 2000 MLA, which saw a more specialized follow-up, "Economies of Writing: How E-Economics
13romises rhreatens?) to Change Writing/Publishmg," at the 2001 CCCC.

In a fourth initiative devoted to the economics of creative production the SCE has sponsored linked panels on
"Economies of Writing" at the 2000 MLA (see Newr & Nuticer, Vol. 13 [1999-20001) and a more specialized
follow-up seminar at the 2001 CCCC titled "How E-Economics Promises (Threatens?) to Change Writing/
Publishng." Focused on digital writing economies, this latter seminar, organized by Jim Porter in collaboration
with the directors of the Cultures of Writing Project (see above, p. 6), featured presentations by Libby Mtles
("Process as Product: Electronic Environments in a Textbook Economy"), Michelle Comstock ("Do-It-Yourself
Feminism.com: the Economics of Gender and Writing Online''), Iisa Maruca ("The Invisible Work of Writing:
18th-Century Contexts for 21st-Century Technolog~es~~),
and Jim Henry ("Situating Professional Writers' 'Petit
Recits' in the era of Globalization").

In its most recent phase, coordinated by Lisa Maruca and Martha Woodmansee, the project seeks to identify,
define, and develop a new interdisciphary research focus combining theories of the material production of
texts, the hrstory of the book, information/media studies, and hstories and practices of writing instruction.
We wish to interrogate the boundaries between such disciplinary endeavors that, by categorizing textual
production into segregated forms and genres, elide important ideological relationships among a variety of
writing practices, whlle exaggerating claims of coherence within their own domains. The goal is to create
conversations among scholars w i h these fields with an eye to discerning the ways in which the material
history of writing more broadly conceived sheds light on current sites, structures, technologes and economies
of writing.
We are currently soliciting proposals for an SCE working conference devoted to this initiative, to be held in
conjunction with the forthcoming MMLA meeting, November 7-9,2003, in Chicago. For further information,
contact Lisa Maruca @sa.maruca@wayne.edu)or Martha Woodmansee (maw4@po.cwru.edu). Please also see
the calls-for-papers section of Newr eir Noticer for information about a volume on New Hirturies 6 Wnifing
developing from these activities.
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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF AUTHORSHIP

I

I

I
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1

Thrs project was launched in A p d 1991 at a conference at CWnU that brought literary theorists together with
legal scholars "to explore all aspects of the social and cultural construction of authorship in relation to the
evolution of proprietary rights in ideas." A selection of conference papers commanded a special issue of
Cardoxo A~rts& Entertainment L?wJournai (Vol. 10, No. 2 [1992]), and was reprinted in 1994 by Duke University
Press as The Consttwction of Autbor~b$: TextuaI Appropriation in Laa, and Lterature, edited by the project hectors,
Peter jaszi and Martha Woodmansee.
Some of the issues that emerged in this initial phase of the project became the topic of a special forum, 'The
Law of Texts: Copyright in the Academy," at the 1992 MLA convention (for a summary of conclusions reached,
see Coi/ege EngLiih pol. 57 [1995]); and research has been carried forward at subsequent MW and MMLA
meetings with programs devoted to the evolution of our notions of "Plagiarism," to "Literary Properties," and
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WOMAN, NATION, NARRATIVE/ RETHINKING ANDERSON

to "Law and Order on the Information Frontier." A Caucus on Intellectual Property and Composition Studies
has become a standmg event at the annual CCCC. The substantial impact of this project on legal debate about
the direction of intellectual property policy has been covered in previous issues of News &Notices (see esp. Vol.
11 [1991 and Vol. 13 [I 999-2000]), and its influence has continued to grow.

Tlus inquiry into nationalism and gender began as an SCE-sponsored double session at the 1992 P\/IMLA.
Under the durection of Mary Layoun and Anu Dingwaney Needham, the project gradually expanded to investigate
nationalism more generally in a session at the MIA in 1993 and in a day-long workshop involving approximately
h t y scholars, "Nationalism(s): DefLnitions, Explanations, Alternatives," held A p d 2, 1994, at Case Western
Reserve University.

The impact of the frequently quoted policy statement, the "Bellago Declaration" (rpt. in News Q Notices, Vol.
8 [I9941 and www.cwru.edu/affil/sce/BellagloDec.html)that emerged out of the international phase of the
IPCA project, launched in 1993, may be seen in the 2001 report of the World Intellectual Property Organization
(WIPO), "Intellectual Property Needs and Expectations of Traditional Knowledge Holders" (www..wipo.org/
globalissues/tk/fh/report/fmal/index.htrnl).The report answers affirmatively - and sets forth means and a
timetable for addressing - the central questions posed in
the "l3ellago Declaration": Does antborshq, the metaphor
for c u l t u r e - m h g that is so central to our international
The SCE is soliciting accacsunts
intellectual property system, operate unjustly to maintain
saf scholarly and pedagogical
the economic and cultural hegemony of the nations of
projects that copyright
the industriabed North at the expense of the claims of
restrictions have made
peoples of the South?Are there alternativeways of thulkulg
especially dimcult or impossible
and taking about cultural production that could provide a
to complek, or caused to be
foundation for a more equitable legal order?
revised, truncated, or
In 2002-2003 the IPCA project is revisiting the domestic
costs of expansion of the proprietary rights of anthors. In
1998 Congress extended copyright for the eleventh time
in the last 40 years - on everything from Mickey blouse
to The SunAlso RZSRS
- further tipping the balance between
private incentive and enrichment of the public domain.
T h s past October, in Eldred u. Ashcroj, an internet publisher
of hypertext editions of literary classics in the public
domain brought a case before the Supreme Court to
challenge the constitutio~lalityof the 1998 term extension
act. Unfortunately this challenge failed.

In 1997 the project was revived, though no longer under its origmal title, or ilecessarily under the rubric of its
initial, exclusive focus on gender and nationahsm. The project organizers (with Wendy Kozol) organized a
mini-conference entitled "Rethinkmg Benedtct Anderson" at the 1998 MMLA convention in order to address
the following questions: Although nationalism continues to inform, indeed determine, material conditions in
the world, why does it appear to have stalled as a subject of scholarshp? Is this because the terms and framework
for dtscussion ---including
Benedict Anderson's influential concept of "imagined communities" - envision
narrative as the most appropriate modality? Has th_ls focus on narrative become Qsabling for discussions that
need to be anchored in materialist explanations?
If you are interested in carrylng forward t h ~ project,
s
contact Anu Needham (Anuradha.Needharn@oberlin.edu)
or Mary Layoun (layoun@lss.wisc.edu).

abandoned for two linked
panels at t h e 2003 M t n in San
fsiega, If yskn would like ts
participa$e, send propgtsa8s by
March 1 5 t o Peter Saszi
( p j a s ~ i @ w ~ i i ~ a r n e ~ i c a 0n8~ e d ~ )
Martha Woodmansee
[ maw4@po.cwru *edu),

For effective opposition
to future incursions on the public domain - from which contemporary creative
producers of all h d s need to be able to draw in the creation of new works -more vivid evidence is needed
of the real costs in creative productivity of the underlpg copyright policy responsible for these repeated term
extensions. Indeed, evidence is needed regarding the entire spectrum of burdens whch copyright law imposes
on us as we go about our work in- and outside the academy. Thls is one of the central conclusions of an
interdrsciplmary conference that IPCA project co-dtrector Peter Jaszi convened with support from the MacArthur
Foundation in October 2002 on "Intellectual Property and Cultural Production." The SCE encourages MA
members to participate in the collection of such-evidence by submitting proposals to two linked panels it is
organizing for the 2003 MaA convention in San Diego on the "Casualties of Copyright Policy."
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Calls for Papers
The Cultures of Writingproject is currently soliciting submissions for both an SCE workmg conference and
a prospective volume devoted to "New Histories of Writing." We seek to identify, define, and develop a new
interdisciplinary research focus combining theories of the material production of texts, the history of the
book, information/media studies, and htstories and practices of writing instruction. We wish to interrogate the
boundaries between such dtsciphary endeavors that, by categorizing textual production into segregated forms
and genres, elide important ideologcal relationshrps among a variety of writing practices, while exaggerating
claims of coherence w i t h their
own domains. The goal is to
foster conversation among
Hew Misto~idsof W~iting:Iktvesaigatiorns of t h e
scholars w i h these fields with
ways in which the "materia!" histow sf writing
an eye to dscerning 1) the ways
s h e d s fight on current sites, structures,
in which the material history of
technslt.lsgies and economies of writingp and h~kpd
writing, broadly conceived, sheds
recent charrages in sup own discourse environments
light on current sites, structures,
may provide new insight into the work 0f writing in
technologes and economies of
t h e past, W e expect to submit a table of contents ts
writing, and 2) how recent
prospective paabiishers by P August 2.003, 4f ysu are
changes in our own discourse
I

environments may provide new
insight into the work of writing
in the past. We anticipate that the
conference to be held in
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interested in cantri buti wg to t h e vslume, contact
Lisa Maruca (fiisadmaruca@wayweIedu)or P4aeha
Woodmansee (maw4@po.ewrrai,edu)

conjunction with the 2003 MMLA convention, November 7-9 in Chicago, and the volume projected to grow
out of h s conference will be loosely organized around consideration of the following areas: sites of writing
(geographies, institutions, disciplines); forms of writing (textual elements, conventions, and generic
considerations); economies of writing (the market, legal considerations, circulation systems); and technologies
of writing (the pen, the press, the Internet page or screen). Scholars engaged in work in the history of the book
and cultural studies of texts are encouraged to reflect on the ways in which their research has relevance to
recent forms and practices, while pedagogcal theorists are invited to consider how classroom activities might
benefit from interrogation of the cult~ral/historicalforces (socioeconomic, political, legal, material, etc.) that
have shaped them.
Suggested topics include, but are not limited to: the material history of forms, norms, conventions, rules,
rituals, and rhetorics (e.g., the expository essay, the thesis, citation practices, grammar d d s or process writing);
new analyses of authorship,hcludmg student authorshp, ownership, and collaboration; the business of writing/
writing of business; histories and ethnographes, especially sustained analyses of specific discourse communities;
the relationship between present and past pedagoges; metropolitan and/or imperial writing instruction; hstories
of "creative" writing or other genres or disciplmes of writing; hstories of nontraditional forms and practices;
print culture dominance in the classroom; the pencil/press/computer and writing; htstories and futures of
publishmg,

The Globdzation and the Image and Blue Notes projects are planning special issues of Genre: F o m
Discourse and Culture, whch are scheduled to
appear in 2003 and 2004, respectively. Calls
for papers are available both on the Society
website at www,cwru.edu/afW/sce/CFPs.html
and on the Genre site at www.ou.edu/cas/
english/genre/callpapers.htm. Please contact
the project coordmators for further information
or with any questions about the schedule and
parameters for submissions.
Globalixation and the h g e : Like the larger
Globahation and the Image project of whch
it is a part, this special issue proceeds from the
premise that the image performs a crucial
function in both historical and contemporary
discourses of globalization and globahsm. The
idea of the image that this project takes as its
object of inquiry appears as a synchronic
representational complex, both graphc and
textual, and encompasses literary, iconic,
pictorial, filmic, and videographic domains. Its
media appear equally diverse, rangng from
novels, televised programs and advertisements,
10
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theoretical texts, economic treatises, and journalistic narratives to films, professional and amateur photography,
displays of construction projects, maps, and internet web-designs. "Globalization and the Image" will consider
hstorical, political, theoretical, economic, and rhetorical aspects of, and responses to, discourses of globalization,
especially as they bear upon images and material conditions of their deployment.

Bhe Notes: J a ~ Histoy,
x
Fiction, and Poetics: Although Ken Burns's Jaxp series offered an enlightening seminar in
the o r i p s of America's greatest musical art form, to many viewers it promulgated a narrow, tendentious
version of the music. CoQfied most forcefully in Albert Murray's book Stomping the B l ! and passed down by
Stanley Crouch and trumpeter VOjinton Marsalis, h s history declares jazz to be founded upon the blues; thus
any form of music -whether improvised or not -whose
chord structures or tonalities stray from blues-based
harmonies is cast out of the jazz canon. Since jazz is
Bjua &Q~@S:This speciai issue
inextricably affhated with the blues, it is quintessentially
of Genre invites innovative work
African-American music that is best performed by African
on
the questions raised by jazz
Americans. Finally, this definition of jazz disdains
w~iting,questions that are, in
practically all of the music produced since the 1960s turn, key questions about
with the exception, naturally, of the neobop movement
American art and culture,
spearheaded by Marsalis -as a betrayal of jazz. Although
Ba~kcularHywelcome is research
this view has been challenged by many jazz historians and
into
fittie-known fictional and
musicians, it holds a good deal of sway in popular and
psetic works ifivo%viflq
jazz, and
scholarly Qscussions of the music. Hence the time is ripe
their
use
as sgsppiements to
for a reconsideration of jazz &story and aesthetics that
theoretical and histosicai writing
places the music w i h a more inclusive framework.

about jazzs Abstracts by 1 J u n e
2083 to Mark Osteen at

Even the best jazz writing - whether "fiction" or
rnssteen@loyo1aIedu
"nonfiction" - has rarely met its greatest challenge: how
to render verbally the experience of playing, listening to,
or writing music. Whether this is because, to cite the old
adage, writing about music is hke dancing about archttecture - a clash of hssonant art forms - or because
few jazz musicians possess the literary skills to translate musical terms into words, and few writers have the
musical knowledge to gain an insider's purchase on the music, attempts to create a jazz poetics have been
plagued by inconsistencies and misconceptions. Much jazz writing has instead concentrated on the political
questions surrounding the music, which indeed are significant and complex. For example, is improvisation a
peculiarly American activity and jazz a particularly democratic art form? What are the tensions in jazz performance
between indmidualism - the emphasis on soloing - and communal interaction? What are the relationships
between mainstream culture and the vanguard, bohemian, and "alternative" subcultures of jazz musicians and
audiences? How do those jazz subcultures -e.g., West Coast vs. East Coast, regonal vs. national, avant-garde
vs. traditional, Latino vs. Anglo, African American vs. Caucasian - interact and compete musically, financially,
and socially? Who comprises the auQences for the various genres w i t h jazz? How do educational, cultural,
and commercial institutions such as the educational establishment, music festivals, and record companies,
shape the music? To what degree does race matter in jazz performance and composition? Is jazz a dead art
form?
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National and Regional Conference Activities
Modem Lang~ageA~sson'ation

B
1

The f5CX &Cleveland
I h e SCE coatriwues to coozdkate and sporasos: the Ntrzth Coast Theory Gxoup, the Grzduare Tbeoq
Group, md a b c d slectt~eseries.

The North Caasi Theory Group, founded in 1998, bnngs togerher humadies and ~ b & lscience faculq
at tnstatutrcsns ifl _I;jxortI~east
Ohio for infarma1 &sa~s~sdnnof recent thenxeticd waxk of b ~ m dinterest.
20481meet&s focrased oa work by Awtcmiu XegS mhf&Gchael1Iaxdt,
H;tluska-Ste4:hg,m d Romnne
Mfieekr. 2002 mee6wgs avatre geared rn an krexmtaona? coixfermce at QPberhCoBege, &Ld ""Sting
Sec~dagfsm"and ~xgi~fii"eed
by *%nuN e e a m (April. 29-21, 2002), 2nd were Cfevc)tedto t l ~ etheoze~ica1
and pracz&calproblems poscd by secuiasisi~~s
role m h e s ~ f ' t c &e fiatioa. The readjags centezed 0fi
recent work by ,!ishis 3iaadj5 Parfha Chat5:e~jee,&;am kriswaathaa, KwKuan SarsgaG, Uligadrd Baxi,
arad ,%eel X398jur~mi.

www.mla.org
As an aftiliate organization of the MLA, the SCE maintains two standmg sessions at the annual MLA convention.
These panels are devoted to a current project topic, and panels at the MLA frequently serve as a springboard
for a dedicated conference or publication. One session in 2001 revisited an early SCE project, Men in Feminism.
The other inaugurated a new project by exploring historical, theoretical, and critical writing about jazz. The
2002 sessions extended the Globalization and the Image project, concentrating on discourses of globhation
in relation to visual practices and artifacts. At the 2003 MLA, December 27-30 in San Diego, the SCE will
sponsor two linked panels on the scholarly and pedagogical "Casualties of Copyright Policy." For a detailed
description of the topic, see the report above on the Intellectual Property and the Construction of Authorslup
project.

2003 CFP: Casualties of Copyright Policy
We invite accounts of scholarly and pedagogical projects that copyright restrictions have made especialk
d~fficultor impossible to complete, or caused to be revised, truncated or abandoned. Send 2-page abstracts by
15 March 2003 to Martha Woodmansee (maw4@po.cwru.edu) or Peter Jaszi (pjaszi@wcl.american.edu).

At <:WXC %KcSociety for Cktical.Exchnge spo~~se~red
ai lecttxre s e k s s
a
z "Cdttxes sf GlobakaGon.'"
Pspers delivered @xrsp@out the s p h g %meSker of 2001 included the EesHo~xg:

2002 Panels
Globalbation and the Image I;. Imagining the Global
Presiding-Martha Woodmansee, Case Western Reserve U n k

""f)isr~ey\X%)rlh:
ox, If5 a SnmE, S m d (Ctprp~rate)W<?d$:GBobaf I rsfeireses afid Proteac;cdsof lklaaioxlaliq
ks 13Bi~x~ey's
:Inhated F e a ~ e s "- I,awrence Xeetdham, Lakclxsd C o m r m i ~
Coff.

(1) Melba Cuddy-Keane, Univ. of Toronto
"Imapg/Imagining Globalization: Maps and Models"
(2) Juniper Ellis, Loyola Coll.
'World Environments: Mapping a Post-Natural Geography"
(3) Elena Glasberg, Duke Univ.
"The Intimate Sphere: Globalization and Postnational Citizenshp"
(4) Jillana Enteen, Northwestern Univ
"Networking Against Spatial Conceptions: Thamil Eelarn on the World Wide Web"

"Blind Rlen a d Elefiaats: lPeprexfitkg the Global aftex the Age of Empixe"
Case l%ksterr"aeserva:Ilniv.
"The G b h l CkrilC - Gi&;san Brawa, U&v. c3f

- KWIKoe~Ligstjegger$

Bjf&

""IanteEecmal Property U1 'T~a&tio;[~atB)
Cdture md Biohc>w1edgem- Grd~annDutfietd, Oxford U a K
i*rn offsbosrt 8f the: N U G for gractuate students, the Graduate Theory Croxap, fc3umded m 2001) h:,
Gstiiic Kelly II& conjrnc~oa~4th
S ~ U ~ C I I Si
a
S fhe E fi~toxya114 Art I Hismry departszkents at 6XRGyhas
prrssed hrca PSre leadexszeip of Dar~yWr;tarde%zrd J m e 5lcDafl1ci. ?Ben dosen lfoclus for xegdifxg 2nd
d~scussioniLZ 2002 has been ciigi:lr;lH.xvriiklg %addae c u t m d md polit~cdkpHicadaaas trf '%rh~v&' ~EZeth~~ics.
20!83 meemxgs
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Globalization and the Image II: The Global Image
Pre~idingLawrence Needharn, Lakeland Community Coll.
(1) Kurt Koenigsberger, Case Western Reserve U n k
"Globalizing the Image: W B. Yeats - Leo Africanus - Amm Maalouf"
(2) Karin Westman, Kansas State Univ.
"Anatomy of a Dust-Jacket: Deracination and British Identity in Za&e Smith's Wkte Teeth"
(3) Cornelius Conover, Univ. of Texas Austin
"The Imaginary Peso: Imagistic Strategies of 19th Century Mexican Coins"
(4) Abby Bender, Princeton U n k
'"That glorious Emblem of native rights': The Cultural Hybbldity of the San Patricio Battalion Flag"
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2002 Panels
Globalization I= Exchanges

2001 Panels
Men in Feminism Rew'sited: A Roundtable Discussion
Presidirg Sally Robinson, Texas A&M U n k
Judith Kegan Gardiner, Univ. of Illinois Chicago
Marlon B. Ross, Univ. of V i r p a
Robyn W i e p a n , Duke Univ.
WriingJazz
Presiding Mark Osteen, L,oyola Coll.
(1) Tinnothy S. Murphy, Univ. of Oklahoma
"Improvisation as Idiomatic, Ethic, and Harmolo&c"
(2) Janice L. McNeil, George Mason Univ.
"Recent Shifts in Racialized Jazz Discourse"
(3) John P. McCombe, Univ. of Dayton
'"Eternal Jazz': Jazz Ijistoriography and the Persistence of the Resurrection Myth"
Discassant: Mark Osteen, Loyola Coll.

Mzdwest Modern Langaage Associaton
www.uiowa.edu/-mmla
As an affhated organization of the MMLA, the SCE has two standing panels at each annual convention. For
the past several years, we have made use of these panels to hold a single mini-conference - an entire
morning, sometimes a day-long session devoted to a single topic, with eight or more presenters and Qscussants.
Because the Mh4I.A has a policy of circulating papers in advance (as is also standard SCE practice), these
sessions are especially conducive to extended &scussion, and often
develop into larger-scale projects. At the November 2001 M,\IIA
conference, the SCE sponsored a working conference on
A t t h e 2003 M M u , November
Globalization and the Image. Sessions were held at the Sheraton
7-9 in Chicago, the SCE
in Cleveland and at Case Western Reserve University. The 2002
expedS
to coordinate a minih M d A sessions offered slightly narrower focuses under the same
canference on New Histories
rubric, treating global circulation and exchange and representations
of Writing. For a description
of the global and the postcolonial. At the 2003 MMLA, the SCE
of the topicand details
on
will sponsor a working conference on "New Histories of Writing,"
haw toget involved, see the
November 7-9 in Chicago. For a detailed description of the topic,
report above
the ~uftures
see the report above on the Cultures of Wm'ting project.

2003 CFP: New Histories of Writing
We invite investigations of the ways in which the "material"
history of writing sheds light on current sites, structures, technologes and economies of writing. Send twopage abstracts by 1 May 2003 to Lisa Maruca @sa.maruca@wayne.edu) or Martha Woodmansee
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Presiding Juniper Ellis, Loyola Coll.
(1) Mark Osteen, Loyola Cofl.
"Gift or Commodtty?"
(2) Vincent B. Leitch, Univ. of Oklahoma
"The Rise of the Ldhputians: The New Economic Criticisms"
(3) Christina Thaut, Univ. of Nebraska
"'A Patriarchal Wound': Trachtion, Imperialism, and Female Genital Mutdation"
Discassant: Kurt Koenigsberger, Case Western Reserve Univ;

Globalization Ifi Wn'ting the Postcolonial
Presiding: Kurt Koenigsberger, Case Western Reserve Univ.
(1) Kurt Koenigsberger, Case Western Reserve Univ.
"The World at One's Feet: Rushdte and Postcolonial Exhibition"
(2) Purna Banerjee and Sarah L,iles, Texas Christian Univ.
"Empire Writes Back: Arundhati Koy's God of SmaL Thing?'
(3) Judi Nitsch, Indana Univ.
"The Ambivalent Tourist: The 'Colonid' Male Spectator in the Global City in Sahxan Rushdie's Fay"
Discassant: Juniper Ellis, Loyola Coll.

2001 Meeting
Globakxation and the Image: A Working Conference
Session f i Images and Empires
Presiding Kurt Koenigsberger, Case Western Reserve Univ.
(1) Scott Cohen, Univ. of Virgmia
"Constellatory Modernism: Imperial Landmarks and M a h g the World One"
(2) Kristine Kelly, Case Western Reserve Univ.
"Parodes of Empire: British Colonial Fictions and the Politics of Self-Representation"
(3) Kate Thomas, Dartmouth Coll.
' W t e n e s s and Universalism in Nineteenth-Century Britain"
Discz(ssant: George Boulukos, Southern I h o i s Univ. Carbondale
Session 1fi The Global TrafGcin linages
Presiding: Bethany Schneider, Bryn Mawr Coll.
(1) Mathas Bruhn, Univ of Hamburg
"llhe Commercial Image and the Process of Globalization"
Discussant: Anuradha Dingwaney Needham, O b e r h Coll.
(2) Kmten Ostherr, Wesleyan U n h
"Globahation as Viral Contagon"
Discassant: Max Thomas, Case Western Reserve Univ.
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Session IITr Globalization and the Uses of F i h
Presiding Kate Thomas, Dartmouth Coll.
(1) Lawrence Needharn, Lakeland Community Coll.
"Parochial and Ecumenical Imagrnings of the World 'Out There': Disney's Hmchback
and Transnational Exchanges"
(2) Jeannie Martin, Univ. of Alberta
"Imaging the 'Child' in (Neo)Imperial Missions of Globalization"
(3) David Brenner, Kent State Univ.
"Translation and Transference in the Holocaust Blockbuster, Globally and Locally"
Discussant: Marguerite Helmers, Univ. of Wisconsin Oshkosh

-

Session WTr empire globalization -Em-pke: A Roundtable
Presiding Martha Woodmansee, Case Western Reserve Univ.

of Notre Dame

Session IF? Images: Global Impacts, Global Resistances
Presiding Martha Woodmansee, Case Western Reserve Unix
(1) Chr-she LI, National Taiwan Normal U n k
"Globalization and Its Relics: A Melancholy History of Taipei in Tzu Tianxing's 'The Old Capital"'
(2) Karl E& Schollhammer, Pontificia Universidade Catolica
"Sebastiao Salgado: Images from the Edge of the World"
Disctlssant: Antonio Candau, Case Western Reserve Univ.
(3) Nandita Ghosh, Independent Scholar
"New Global Communities: ' f i e Internet as a Tool to B d d Resistance to Corporate Capital"
(4) Tsung-yl Huang, SUNY Stony Brook
'Walkmg in Tokyo: Between Global Flows and Carnal Flows"
Disctlssant: David Brenner, Kent State Univ

2000 Mini-Conferences
New Histories of WWriting
Session I-II;. WtfltingSites and Techolog'es
Presiding Martha Woodmansee, Case Western Reserve Univ.
(1) Jane Greer, Univ. of Missouri, Kansas City
"Literacy, Learning, and Letters: Cora Wilson Stewart and the Moonlight Schools, 1911-1930"
Disczissant:: Anuradha Dingwaney, O b e r h Coll.
(2) Lisa Maruca, Wayne State Univ.
"Disappearing Technologies: Lessons from Print Culture for the Digital Classroom"
(3) Bernadette Longo, Clemson Univ.
"Giant Brains: Language and Our Relationshps to Computers"
Disczissant: Lawrence Needham, Lakeland Community Coll.
(4) Kathleen Welch, Univ. of Oklahoma
'Women's Writings and Graphics: Electric Rhetoric and Digital Literacy"
(5) Matthew Willen, Indiana Univ. of Pennsylvania
"Narrating Mountaineering: The Problem of the Personal in the Alpine Club of London"
Discussant : Patricia H a r h , Univ. of I h o i s , Chrcago
Session Irk Workshop on Pedagogy and Curn'culum
Presiding: L s a Maruca, Wayne State Univ

Session 'VI. Global Iconographies
Presiding Anuradha Dingwaney Needham, Oberlin Coll.
(1) Marguerite Helmers, Univ. of Wisconsin Oshkosh
"Because It's There: Mount Everest and Ideology"
(2) Ivy I-chu Chang, National Chiao Tung Univ.
"An Ahen Traveler: The Portrait of an Asian American Queer as an Artist"
(3) Ute Lehrer, SUNY Buffalo
"The Spectacularization of the Building Process"
Discussant: Kurt Koenigsberger, Case Western Reserve Univ.

A esthetic(ism)s
Session I
I'residing Howard Horwitz, Univ. of Utah

Session V%. The Work of the Press in the Age of Global Production
Presiding Steven Ltt, The Plain Dealer, Cleveland
(1) Susan Parulekar, Syracuse Univ.
"'T'ransforrning and Imagining Elite Femininity in Murnbai: Femind Magazine 1960-2000"
(2) Ted Gup, Case Western Reserve Univ.
"Cooperation and Conflict in the Conduct of Transnational Journahsm"
(3) M a d a Martins, Journalist
"Brazilian Press and Globalization"
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(1) Nancy Glazener, Univ. of Pittsburgh
"Beauty, Justice, and the Not-So-Human Subject"
(2) Matthew Potolsky, Univ. of Utah
"Fidelity: Hardy, Shaftesbury, and the Cruelty of Aesthetics"
Disczissant: Audrey Jaffe, Ohto State U n k
(3) David Wayne Thomas, U n i ~of Michigan
"The Importance of Being Origmal: Oscar Wilde's Aesthetic Agency"
Discussant: Megan Becker-Leckrone, Univ. of Nevada, Las Vegas
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Northeast Modern Langztage Amahtion

Session I1
Presiding Matthew Potolsky, Univ. of Utah
(1) Megan Becker-Leckrone, Univ, of Nevada, Las Vegas
"Pater's Critical Spirit"
Discussant: Mary Ann O'Farrell, Texas A & M Univ.
(2) Chris Diller, Berry Coll.
"Emerson and the Aesthetic Gymnastic of the Eye"
(3) Howard HorwJtz, Univ. of Utah
"Literary Disciphe: The Salvation of Character and the Formation of English Studies in America"
Discussant: Jeffrey Wdhams, Univ. of Missouri, Columbia
(4) Robert Chodat, Stanford Univ.
"A House, a Canal, a Statue, a Picture: Kant, Emerson, and the Interests of Art'7
Discussant: Richard Grusin, Georgia Institute of Technology

J'oztthAtlantic Modern Ldngudge Amciation
www:samla.org
The panel sponsored by the SCE at the 2002 SAMLA convention held November 15-17,2002, in Baltimore,
Maryland, carried fomdrd the Blue Notes project launched at the 2001 MLA. The 2003 session in Atlanta will
develop this topic further.

2003 CFP: Irnprovization in Jazz Writing
Are hguistic and musical improvisation really analogous? Is improvisation in either medium truly spontaneous?
How do writers borrow and translate practices identified with musical improvisation such as riffsng, allusion,
motivic repetition, dissonance, and so on? This panel seeks papers addressing these and other questions regarding
jazz writing and improvisation. 250--wordabstracts by 31 March 2003 to Mark Osteen at: mosteen@loyola.edu.
2002 Panel
Blue Notes: Jazz History, Fiction, and Poetics
Presidin8 Mark Osteen, Loyola Coll.
(1) Steven A. Nardi, Medgar Evers Coll.
"3azzaphobia7:Langston Hughes and the Fear of Black Music"
(2) Roberta S. Maguire, Univ. of Wisconsin Oshkosh
"'Those are his words, not mine': Count Basie, Albert Murray, and the Politics of Jazz"
(3) Christopher Powers, Johns H o p h s Univ.
"Why Did Ralph Ehson Dishke Bebop?"
(4) Phdippe Carrard, Univ. of Vermont
"Titlmg Jazz: On the Front Cover of the Blue Note Records"
Discussant Mark Osteen, Loyola Coll.
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www.anna-rnaria.edu/nemla
NEMZA does not grant its a f a a t e d member organizations standing panels. Nevertheless, SCE-sponsored
panels have a long history at the annual conferences, and Scott DeShong (spdes@conncoll.edu) currently
coordmates the SCE's NEMLA. sessions. The March 2003 sessions in Boston will feature three panels on
"Conjunctions/Disjunctions Between Aesthetics and Politics," whde thts past year's NEMLA conference, held
A p d 12-13 in Toronto, included three SCE-sponsored panels on (Re)Presentations of Violence and Aggression.

2003 Panels
Conjunctions/Disju~ctionsbetween Aesthetics and Politics I= Sensibility and SubjectimV;Ity
IJresiding: Scott DeShong, Quinebaug Valley Community C oU.
(1) Scott DeShong, Quinebaug Valley Cornunity CoU.
"Articulating the Seams: Race as Aesthetic, Race as Political"
(2) E d a R. Waams, Wellesley Coll.
"On Aesthetic Judgment and W.E.B. Dubois: A Kantian Reading of 'New Negro' Poetics"
(3)David Wallace Pansing, Brown Unix
"Anaesthetic Criminals, Oversensitive Artists: Ilavelock Ehs' and Max Nordau's Aestheticism"

Conjmctions/Disjunctions between Aesthetics and Pofitics II= Socid/Aesthetic Order
Presiding: Mary V. Marchand, Goucher Cofl.
(1)Mary V: Marchand, Goucher Coll.
"The Aristocracy of Finer Senses: Bourdieu's Rules of Art, The Ideology of Gifts, and the Politics of
Aesthetic Perception"
(2) Steve Newman, Temple Univ.
"The Value of Nothing: The Be~ar5-Opera, Ballads, and the Idea of 'Strict I'oetical Justice"'
(3) Judy Halden-Sulhvan, Mrllersville Univ of Pennsylvania
"The Poetics of Nearness, The Politics of the Open: Gadamer and Contemporary American Avant-Garde
--Verse"
Discussant David K. Heckerl, Saint Mary's Univ.

Conjmctions/Disjunctions between Aesthetics and Politics III= Fain and Television
Presiditg Jennifer Barker, Indiana Univ.
(1) Jennifer Barker, Incfiana Univ.
"H. D. and Leni Kiefenstahl: Film and the Politics of Beauty 1927-1934"
(2)Ally Field, Harvard Univ.

"Ld Pauvrete' de ces Myens: Lettrist Film Criticism and the Portrayal of the Radical"
(3) Rachel Smith, Rutgers Univ.
"Radical TV? Towards the Construction of Ethical Engagement in Bu@j the k p i r e SlyeeJ'
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2002 Panels
(Re)Presentations of Violence and Aggression I: Spectacles of Violence
Presiding Charles Batson, Union Coll.
(1) Charles Batson, Union Coll.
"Story of the Arrow: Anxiety and Violence, Sex and St. Sebastian"
(2) Roberta Mdliken, Shawnee State Univ.
"Hair Trnagery and Violence in the Depiction of Holy Women"
(3) Matthew Lazen, Harvard Univ.
"Visible Violence: Art, Curiosity, and Sensation"
(4) Raymond %ce, Univ. of Maine Presque Isle
"From Hamlet to Hannibal: Revisiting the Act of the Revenger's Madness"

Conceiving '2hnericanness" II: Transnational and Immgrant Contexts
Presiding: Jose Gonzales, U. S. Coast Guard Academy
(1) Tulia Klimek, Univ. of California Davis
" h z i a Yezierska's Immigrant Autobiographies as Faded Conversion Narratives"
(2) Katarzyna Marciniak, Ohio Univ.
'Accented Bodtes, Exilic Selves, and Trespassing Transnationalisms: Juha Alvarez's How the Garcia
Girls Lost their Accent"
(3) Amy Novak, Texas Christian Univ.
"Continents strain to unloose themselves: Teaching Transnational Connections in Cristina Garcia's
Dreamin3 in Czlban"

Sonth CentraLModern Langaage A~sson'ation
(&)Presentations of Vjblence and Aggression Ifi Theonking Ethics and Violence
Presidi~gScott DeShong, Quinebaug Valley Community Coll.
(1) Evan Wdlner, Boston Univ.
"Representing Violence and Violent Representation: Harriet Jacobs' Use of Force"
(2) Scott DeShong, Quinebaug Valley Community Coll.
"In Your Face-to-Face: Aggression and Ethics between Levinas and Baraka"
(3) Neil Braganza, York U n k
"Logic, Violence, and Ethical Militancy"
Discmant: David S c h d , SUNY Buffalo
(Re)Presentations of Volence and Aggression III= Gender and Structures of Violence
Presiding Nancy Knowles, Eastern Oregon Univ.
(1) Nancy fiowles, Eastern Oregon Univ.
"Structural Violence and Narrative Structure iii Doris Lessing's The Golden Notebook"
(2) Patricia Brooke, Fontbonne Coll.
"Maintaining Violence in Catherine WiILamsJFall Rzver: A n A d e n t i c Narrative"
(3) Nadia Ahmad, Univ. of California Berkeley
"Crackmg India: Cultural and Religious Representations in Indo-Anglian Novels (1947 to Present)"
(4) Sara Webb-Sunderhaus, O h o State Univ.
"'The Story of Truth': Representations of Domestic Violence in Early Modern and Twentieth-Century
Literature"

2001 Panels
Conceihg '54mericanness" I= Modalities of Amexikmness
Presiding. Scott DeShong, Quinebaug Valley Community Coll.
(1) Woden Teachout, Harvard Univ.
""An Early 'Spirit of Americanism': The DAR, the SAR, and their Lost Inclusionary Nationalism"
(2) Valerie Karno, Unix of Rhode Island
"The Space of the Autonomous American: Privacy, Territory, and Legal Identity"
(3) R. Scott Heath, Univ. of Michigan
"Represent: Hip-Hop Culture, Black Folk, and the 'American' Art Form"
20
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2003 CFP: Dissonant Sexualities in Relationship to Communities
Contact Jesus Tafoya (jtafoya@sulross.edu)
2002 Panel
Genders in Space: MascuLikities and Feminities Across Ne&hborhoods and Nations
Presiditzp: Jacquehe M. Foertsch, Univ. of North Texas
(1) Nishant G. Shahani, Univ of Florida
"Resisting 'Mundane Violence': Feminism and Queer Identity in Post-Colonial India"
(2) Uebda Soloff, Northwestern Univ.
"Bungalows and Bedrooms: Nationality, Identity, and Lving Spaces in Patricia Highsmith's The Tremor
Of Forgery"
(3) Anne Morey, Texas A & M Univ. College Station
"The Gay Cityscape in Contemporary Canaban Film
(4) Melissa Faith-Galvez Fadul, Eastern Illinois Univ.
"Metaphorical I-Iomelessness: I~per-icalObservations of Gay Men of Color"
Secretary: Jesus L. Tafoya, S d Ross State Univ

Pa@c Ancient and Modern Langtage Amnation
www.pamla.org
Although the SCE is not currently an affiate organization of PAMIA, under new P A M A guidelines if SCE
members coordinate sessions at two consecutive annual meetings, the SCE d
lbe eligible to maintain standulg
panels. If you wish to help to organize a program under SCE sponsorship at the November 2004 P
.
convention, please contact J. David Macey at dmacey@ups.edu. Please also note that PAMLA has a reciprocal
membership agreement with NEh4l.A.
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Roc4 Moanfain Modern Langnage A.s.cociation
rmmla.wsu.edu
As an affaate organization, the SCE has standing panels at RMnilLA conventions. RMIhlLA will hold its
2003 meeting October 9-11 in Missoula, Montana, and we encourage anyone who wishes to coordinate
a session to contact the hectors for information about support avdable to organizers of SCEsponsored events.

Brief History of the SCE
The Society for Critical Exchange was founded in 1975 "to encourage cooperative i n q q and research in
criticism and theory." Among its founding members, Leroy Searle, James Sosnoski, and Patricia Harkin
were especially important in giving the Society duection d k g its early years, first at the University of
Washington in Seattle (1976-81) and later at M i a m i University of Ohio (1982-90).
The oldest and for many years the only scholarly society devoted specifically to theory, the SCE was
instrumental in the institutionalization of theory in North American literary studtes, and has gone on to
innovate across boundaries of the humanities and social sciences.
The SCE is organized around collaborative, often interdisciplinary research "projects" initiated and
coordmated by its approximately 800 members. It has consistently been in the vanguard of such study,
organizing programs in such areas as:
- the teaching of both theory and cultural studtes
- disciplinarity and professionalizatioil, especially of literary studies
- the relation of authorship and the institutions of intellectual property
- the

relations of literature, culture, and economics

The most active current standmg projects include Globalization arid the Image, Blue Notes, and Cultures
of Writing. The Question of the Gift, New Economic Criticism, and Intellectual Property and the
Construction of Authorshsp projects have produced s i p f i c m t volumes and journals, and are set to embark
on new phases. Incipient projects on Trust and on Institutions of Aesthetics currently seek innovative
project coordmators. There is no limlt to the number of projects the SCE can support, and we are eager to
hear your suggestions for new, fkndable initiatives and for new directions within standing projects. Please
contact the directors with your proposals.
To facihtate new and continuing initiatives, the executive office of the SCE can furnish administrative and
fmancial assistance. New projects typically get underway at one of the regonal h4LA meetings, and are
often developed at one or more of the SCE's standing sessions at the MLA convention. Ideally, from that
springboard, projects wlll then be the subject of a delcated conference or symposium (which the SCE
will gladly help fachtate in material ways) and wdl in due course produce,one or more publications.
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Membership Form and Dues Notice
Yarne:

Mailing Address:

Departmental / Institutional Address:

Work Telephone:
Home Telephone:
E-mail Address:
Areas of Research and/or Projects of Interest:

Dues for (check appropriate year):

2003
past due
remittance

$

Annual dues are as follows: $20 regular; $25 joint; $10 student, part-time, retired or unemployed; $50 outside of
North America. Your contributions fund the panels, conferences, and sessions that constitute the Society's
activities.If you are in arrears, please do send dues for past years, on the same schedule. Thank you for keeping
current in your dues.
Check here if new membership:

Please make checks payable to The Society for Critical Exchange, and post to Society for Critical Exchange,
Guilford House, Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, OH 44106-71 17

